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Talent in Full Bloom at This Spring’s Show
By Nadia Larios
Then came Tanlynn Morgan
For any student aspiring
sang an originally written song
for a career in the arts, participating
called “Strawberries”. Next was
in the annual school talent show is
Reggieny Mirasol, singing “Lost
a good place to start. In this year of
Boys” by Ruth B on her ukelele.
2018, the Spring Talent Show was on
Novalee Garcia, singing “Young
Friday March 9th. There were a total
Volcanoes” by Fall Out Boy, was
of sixteen acts prepared to perform to
swaying gracefully to the beat.
the nighttime crowd, and excitement
Senior Kendric Antonio, his
was in the air. Doors opened at 5:45,
ﬁnal performance singing “Proud
and the show was due to start at six.
of Your Boy” from the musical,
Lines started to form as supporters
Aladdin. Olivia Antwine, singarrived to watch their friends and
ing the ever-popular song “I Will
family perform.
Always Love You” by Whitney
After a brief introducHouston.
tion done by emcees Marybeth De
Solo dancer Jazmine Ruiz drove
Guzman and Reggieny Mirasol,
the audience into a jubilant uproar
the curtain opened to reveal the
as she danced professionally to a
ﬁrst performer, senior Bianca Dela
K-pop track. Meta-4 performed
Cruz, singing Love On Top by
once again, where there was a
Beyonce. Next was Zahnine Arenas,
little act in which Mr. Travis had a
singing”Seasons of Love” from the
bad experience on a date.
musical Rent, who sang softly and Photo by Nicole Funtila
The ﬁnal act was Leo Santos,
Language Arts teachers (from left to right) Mr. Marcus Woodworth, Mr. Dean Westerﬁeld, Ms. Annette Aragon,
elegantly.
Jaclyn Ortiz, Mr. Brown, singMrs. Janice Kroupa and Mr. Jong Kim moonlight as musicians every spring.
Jasmine Orozco, Kaila Tep, and
ing a mashup of “No Scrubs” by
and awing with each instrumental break
Teenage FBI features four of
Victoria Ruiz were a dancing trio, who
TLC and “Human Nature” by Michael
in the popular song.
our Language Arts teachers, Ms. Annette
performed to a K-pop track, rotating with
Jackson.
The vocal performances shifted
Aragon, Mrs. Janice Kroupa, Mr. Dean
ease and keeping in time with the aweThe Spring talent show was
to an acoustic version of “Breakaway”
Westerﬁeld, and Mr. Marcus Woodworth
some beat.
Then it was
a complete success, and the audience
by Kelly Clarkson, which was sung by
The audience was given a
a transition back to vocals with Alexis
and performers both had a very eventful
Nadia Larios. After came the famous
20-minute break, with the lights on and
Robinson, singing “Grenade” by Bruno
night. There is untold talent in the halls
Meta-4, featuring Sam Sanchez, Mr. Tra- illuminating the MPR as they ﬂocked
Mars. She stated,” It was my ﬁrst time
of Norwalk High, and the talent show is
vis, Carlos Pinedo, and Kendric Antonio, to buy concessions and gossip about the
singing up there. I was terriﬁed a majora great opportunity to show the school
who performed two songs.
brilliant performers.
ity of the time, but I think I did all right.”
population what the students are made of,
Later came Jaclyn Ortiz, singing “Don’t
The second act started with
The crowd was then driven aweshould they rise to the challenge.
Dream It’s Over” by Crowded House on
Marybeth de Guzman, singing “Without
struck as junior Leo Santos sang “Perher ukelele.
You” by Oh Wonder.
fect” by Ed Sheeran, the crowd oohing

Link Crew Encourages Freshmen to Commit to Graduate
By Nadia Larios and Sebastian Silva
Martinez said, “I think seeing each other wearing the caps and gowns was
That time of the year has come again—when freshmen attend the C2G asthe most memorable part because we got to see what our future could be like if we
sembly organized by Link Crew. But what exactly is C2G? C2G stands for Commitdon’t give up.”
ment to Graduate, an event where sophoAs the freshmen descended from
mores, juniors, and seniors of Link Crew
the bleachers, a series of videos created
and A-Team convince freshmen of the true
by Link Crew seniors of past years played
value of a high school education and havto inspire the students. After the pictures
ing them vow to graduate on time.
and signatures were completed, senior
Senior Link Crew mentor MelaLink Crew mentors Breanna Vasquez and
nie Diaz said that this year’s event was
Ayanna Castro coordinated an obstacle
not much diﬀerent from others, except
competition between three teams of fresh“There’s around 560 of them!”
men.
The event took place on March
Diaz added that for her the event is
8 during third and fourth period inside
crucial in the development of freshmen.
the gym, all set up for the two-hour event
“It is important to teach them that high
meant to inspire the newest members of
school can be both an educational and fun
our campus after experiencing their ﬁrst
experience if they decide to make it that
semester of high school.
way. It is also important to show them
As each member of the massive
that their school and schoolmates care,
freshmen class made his or her way into
even if they don’t think so.”
the gym, students were greeted with a
Following a speech from senior Link
gauntlet of Link Crew mentors cheering
Crew leader Cristofer Cecenas, the grand
them on as they headed to the bleachers.
ﬁnale took place as the mentors scatOnce everyone was ﬁnally situated, the
tered apart on the basketball courts and
assembly was ready to begin. Senior Link Photo By TK
performed a series of dances to the songs
Crew mentor Caleb Castro then urged the Freshmen got to try on their graduation gowns early at the annual Link Crew-sponsored Commit to Graduate event, which “We’re All In This Together,” “Finesse,”
students to stand. While it was diﬃcult at encourages freshmen to envision their future senior selves.
“Tricky,” and “Hasta La Vista,” followed
ﬁrst to get all the freshmen to stand, soon
by a dance battle between four of the seenough there was full crowd participation in a game of Simon Says.
niors. Afterwards, the freshmen were invited to come down and show oﬀ their dance
After a motivational talk from Language Arts teacher Mr. Jong Kim, the
skills as well.
staple event of every C2G assembly took place, the wearing of caps and gowns. Mr.
Even though it is not true of all freshmen, Martinez thought that the event
Kim chose a few volunteers from the audience and had them stand a certain distance
did not do much to change her mind, because she was, “ . . . already committed to
from each other. Ranging from their birth, to when they started high school, to the
graduate. The things talked about only highlighted and added to the reasons I have
end of their life. What they do in high school can determine how they will spend the
for graduating.”
large stretch of life they have left.
All in all, the annual C2G assembly was a success, because the Class of
For freshman Ashley Martinez and for many others, this part of the event
2021 was able to forsee what their future could hold if they give it their everything,
was their favorite.
all thanks to their fellow Lancers.
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This Girl Is on Fire

The Girl Is on

Artastic is Fantastic Opportunity
for Student Artists
By Ana Castaneda
Sidewalk chalk drawings, linedup tables with purchasable goods, and an
all-round festive spirit—this is Artastic.
The city-sponsored art competition known as “Artistic” was held
on March 16 and open to high school
and middle school students living in the
city of Norwalk or attending a school in
the Norwalk-La Mirada Uniﬁed School
District.
Students are able to submit
photography, drawings, paintings,
sculptures, prints, fashion, mixed media,
and computer-generated art between the
dates February 27 to March 2. The top
artists have the the opportunity to win a
total of $400 to $500.
This year’s Artastic was moved
inside the Norwalk Sports Complex’s
basketball court as a result of bad
weather.
Students in this year’s fashion
and art classes were asked to submit one
piece of artwork they felt proud about.
Senior Daniel Espinosa, a ﬁrst
place winner in the photography category with his photo, “Bubble Hand,”
said he, “felt good about participating
in Artastic” and would recommend that
others participate in it, as well.
Artwork is put on display in

an art gallery set up inside the Norwalk
Cultural Arts Center. Prize-winning ribbons are placed on the artwork that have
earned ﬁrst, second, and third place in
the competition, so people can view the
pieces ﬁrsthand. Another art gallery is
prepared for members of the community
who are mentally challenged to display
and sell their own works of art.
Along with the art competition
and scholarship program, there is also a
community book fair, where children and
parents can look around and purchase
books and small knick-knacks, along
with any item sold by vendors selling
prints, paintings, and hand-crafted goods.
Not to mention performances from the
city youth programs, ranging from the
Miniachis de Norwalk to individual
performances.
The main event started at 7:30
p.m., the start of the Art Competition,
where the winners, already notiﬁed
that they have earned a scholarship, are
brought to a stage and presented with a
check, their prize.
One of these winners was junior
Ronan Mirasol, who received ﬁrst place
for his drawing, “Smoking Old Woman.”
“I recommend others [to participate in Artrageous] not only because of
the scholarship money, but also because

Photo by Ana Castaneda

The creative work of students from Norwalk High School was exhibited at this year’s Artastic,
hosted by the City of Norwalk.

you get to see your art displayed, and
that made me feel proud of what I have
accomplished, ” shared Mirasol.
After the students receive their
prizes, winners of the chalk art competitions are named and given certiﬁcates
for their work work.
Artastic is a great opportunity
for students to express their creativity
with family and friends and in the pro-

cess gain something for their eﬀorts. Artist come from all around the community
to display their artistic ability and their
love for the cultural arts; encouraging the
youth to pursue their interests.
“It is important to me, because it
gave me experience for when I submit my
work in bigger events,” said Espinosa.
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Seniors Celebrate Their College Acceptances

Photo by Chantel Morales

Seniors Bianca Barcelo, Zaja Sheppard and Nayroby Zamora proudly represent a
small group of seniors who were accepted to UCLA.

By Andrew Vasquez
Over the course of
four years of high school,
students are faced with a
myriad of challenges in order
to graduate and receive their
diploma, but some look further than just graduating high
school. For them, the next
step in their academic journey
includes being accepted to
their dream colleges. With the
advent of spring also comes
acceptance emails from both
the Cal States and University
of California schools (private
universities come later in
April).
Some seniors with
top grades, high SAT and/or
ACT scores, and involvement
in extracurricular activities
could be attending one of
these esteemed universities.
The UC system consists of
nine schools: UC Berkeley (Cal); UC Merced; UC
Riverside; UC Los Angeles
(UCLA); UC Santa Barbara;
UC San Diego; UC Davis;
UC Irvine; and UC Santa
Cruz.
So far, the following
seniors have been accepted to
UC Merced: Kevin Guzman;
Daniel Arroyo; Erica Banuelos.
The following
seniors were accepted to UC

Santa Barbara: Sebastian Silva; Kendric Antonio; Manuel
Carrillo; Nayroby Zamora.
When it came to
acceptances from UC Santa
Cruz, the following students
were admitted: Sebastian
Silva; Christina Aguilera;
Bailey Martinez; Jocelyne
Cruz.
The following
students were accepted to UC
Riverside: Xochitl Brumen
and Jacqueline Morales.
For UC Davis, Nayroby Zamora was the only
one admitted.
UCLA, considered
one of the most diﬃcult UCs
to be accepted to, took only
a few NHS seniors: Nayroby
Zamora; Anton Ayala; Valeria
Perez; Bianca Barcelo; Zaja
Sheppard.
Moreover, the following temporary list of students were admitted to the top
Cal State universities, which
include twenty three schools.
So far the following seniors
have been accepted to San
Francisco State University:
Alyssa Gonzales; Daniel
Vasquez; Alisha Strickland;
Nayroby Zamora; Lizet Anguiano; Andrew Vasquez.
The following
students were accepted to Cal
State Fullerton: Erica Banu-

Varsity Softball Poised to Start Season
By Valerie Zavala
“I’m so excited to be a freshman on
the varsity softball team and can’t wait to play
my ﬁrst home pre- season game” said Estefania
Perez.
The opening of the 2017–2018 softball year is an exhilarating experience and with
the girls preparing all year for this moment, the
season could not have come any sooner, especially for its newest players. The Norwalk High
School Girls Varsity softball team started the
pre-season with a victory by beating the Bell
Gardens Lancers 3-1 at Bell Gardens Monday,
March 5.
The triumph over the competition
helped build team conﬁdence and spirit. Moreover, it was a stepping stone for the next day,
for the team would go on to face the Paramount
Pirates. The Norwalk Lancers looked for redemption in this game, for the last time Nowalk
played against the Pirates, they played an
non-scoring game, until the sixth inning when
a runner from the other team rounded second,
leaving the score at 0–1.
“I like to think that [the girls] have developed enough to where we could win today,”
said returning Head Coach David Gonzalez before the game against the Paramount on March
6.
Unfortunately, the Lancers lost 13–1
on Tuesday, March 6, in their second game
against the Pirates. Despite experiencing a
loss, a few players certainly stood out. For
instance, junior Samantha Campos, for every
plate appearance, didn’t let the score aﬀect her

performance and execution, which led to a hit
with every at bat.
Fortunately, the team had the opportunity to reﬁne their skills and learn from the
previous game for the next game on Thursday,
March 8, against the Esperanza Aztecs. With
the pressure rising upon the Lancers, they were
determined to win their ﬁrst home game of the
pre-season.
Immediately, in the ﬁrst inning, the
Aztecs scored three runs and continued to hold
the lead until the end of the sixth inning.
“I was really nervous being the leadoﬀ batter against Esperanza, because they had
just scored three runs, and I wanted to go in
there and score to get us on the leaderboard,”
said returning sophomore Brianna Nunez.
The next three innings, the Lancers
and the Aztecs were caught in a deadlock with
the score of 0–3. The Aztecs ﬁnally continued
to add to the score by scoring three runs in the
ﬁfth inning, and other ﬁve in the sixth inning.
Fortunately, the Lancers ﬁnally scored in the
sixth and ﬁnal inning leaving the game at 11–1.
Hopefully, the Norwalk softball Lancers will come out of their losing streak once
the regular season beings on Tuesday, March
20. Students should come out and support the
Norwalk softball team at the next game against
the Artesia Pioneers, for the it will be the opening game of the season. The start of season will
determine whether they will get a head start in
the season and eventually take home the Suburban League Championship.

elos and Anthony Castro.
When it came to acceptances from Cal State Los
Angeles, the following students were accepted: Daniel
and Andrew Vasquez.
The following
students were accepted to Cal
State Long Beach: George
Cruz and Nayroby Zamora.
Finally, Ricardo Brito and
TK were admitted to Cal
State Poly Pomona.
Fortunately, senior
Alyssa Bernal was admitted through the QuestBridge
program early and also given
a full ride to Columbia University, one of the top private
universities in the country.
Alyssa Bernal
explained, “Columbia was
not my ﬁrst choice. I was
fortunate enough to receive
assistance from an organization called Questbridge that
matches you up with the top
private leagues.”
Bernal also mentioned that she was not
expecting to go to Columbia,
because she did not want to
apply for QuestbBridge, but
her parents convinced her
to apply. Some of the Ivy
League schools she applied to
were Yale, Penn State, Notre
Dame, USC, and Columbia.
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Movie Review: A Wrinkle in Time
By Nathaniel Rodriguez
Rating: PG
Running Time: 2 hours
Director: Ava DuVernay
Starring: Storm Reid; Levi Miller;
Deric McCabe; Oprah Winfrey; Reese
Witherspoon; and Mindy Kaling
Genre: Young Adult Fiction/Fantasy
The movie A Wrinkle in Time
is based on the famous fantasy book
originally published in 1962, though
the earthly setting has been updated.
After the disappearance of her father,
Meg Murray (Storm Reid) was never
the same. She was really close to him,
but, one day, he vanished and no one
knew what happened or where he
went, so people assumed he had died
somewhere.
Ever since her father’s disappearance, Meg became depressed,
especially because everybody at school
mocked her about her dad being gone.
Meg’s little brother Charles
Wallace (Deric McCabe) didn’t really
know his father, because he was just a
baby when his father disappeared, and
he really didn’t have much of a connection. However, he tried to comfort
Meg, so she didn’t have to feel alone.
Charles Wallace is a happy little boy
and he’s very friendly to people, but,
on “a dark and stormy night,” Charles
Wallace naïvely invites a strange
woman named Mrs. Whatsit (Reese
Witherspoon) to his house.
Naturally, his mother and
Meg were mad and confused about
why Charles Wallace just picked up
some random woman oﬀ the streets.
After the children meet the

Dr. Love

Dear Dr. Love:

How do I break up with my boyfriend? Our relationship isn’t healthy anymore. We constantly ﬁght and
make up. He makes it seem like he’ll never be able to have another relationship. Everything feels forced
now. I’m scared that if I do have the courage to break up with him, he will actually be severely heartbroken.
However, he is my ﬁrst boyfriend and I do still care for him. I just don’t know what to do. How do I get out
of this mess?
Sincerely,
Feeling Stuck
Dear Feeling Stuck:
Any argument between your partner should be concerning. My advice to you is to be positive, showing
your appreciation and positive comments about your partner during an argument; not dragging in every
little thing they have done wrong in the past, and using a certain humour and lightness to bring the heat to a
gracious conclusion.
If you give that a try and it does not ﬁx anything. Breaking up with someone you once loved is never easy,
but that doesn’t mean there aren’t things you can do to make it easier on both of you. The key is to be honest while also keeping the other person’s feelings in mind. If you want to break up with someone you love,
let them know in advance that you want to talk about something serious so they’re emotionally prepared.
There are many scenarios that can go wrong throughout a break up, but give it time and give him time and
everything will fall into place eventually. Building a support system is the best way to ameliorate the pain.
Every time you want to send a text to your partner or are reminded of your ex and want to reach for them,
reach out to one of your friends instead. It’s great to have multiple people so you don’t hold yourself back.
Writing your feelings down is one way to process your emotions. Lastly, grab a bucket of frosting, ice
cream or anything your sweet tooth may be craving because food is truly the key to your heart.
Sincerely,
Dr. Love

rest of the main characters, the three
women use a form of transportation called the tesseract, or a wrinkle
in time, to transport Meg, Charles
Wallace and their friend Calvin to a
diﬀerent universe, so they can go ﬁnd
Meg and Charles Wallace’s father and
bring him home. The reason the three
women are helping Meg and Charles
Wallace is not only to save their father
but also to save everybody else in the
world from Camazotz.
While I’ve never read the
book, I felt that the movie was amazing and I really liked the CGI eﬀects,
because it made the movie ethereal and
visually stunning.
One of my favorite parts of
the ﬁlm was when Meg threw the ball
at Veronica’s face for calling her little
brother crazy. I really like how Mrs.
Who only answers with quotes from
famous people, instead of saying full
sentences.
My favorite character would
probably have to be Mrs.Whatsit,
because of all the sarcastic comments
she made throughout the movie, and I
think that it’s impressive that the director Ava DuVernay is the ﬁrst female
African American director to direct a
movie with a $100 million budget.
I highly recommend people
go see it, because the movie was fantastic, and if you are into fantasy and
sci-ﬁ, then this is the perfect movie for
you.
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Food Review: El Sushi Loco
By Brithany Chinchilla
There is nothing better than walking into a
restaurant and getting speedy service, a nice waiter, and
a bubbling water lamp stretched across the center of the
restaurant. If you want to try a new ambiance, rather
than your typical drive-ins and curbside pickups, El
Sushi Loco is the place to go. Sushi, in my opinion, is
typically a risky food to experiment with (i.e., the fresh
ﬁsh could not be so fresh), but El Sushi Loco makes
each and every one of its plates eye-catching and appetizing enough for you to want to try. There’s also the
choice of inside or outside patio seating.
The fusion of Japanese sushi with Mexican
ﬂavors really captures everything that you could possibly want. As the sweet and spicy mango rolls ($13.99)
arrived at my table, I was in awe of how diﬀerent and
surprisingly good the mango and the avocado looked
merged together. The sweet and spicy mango rolls
consisted of tampico paste, serrano pepper, cilantro,
crab, cucumber, shrimp tempura, and, on the outside of
the roll, it was topped with fresh mango and avocado,
cilantro, drenched in aguachile sauce and their homemade eel sauce. When I took the ﬁrst bite of the roll, it
struck my taste buds and overﬂowed them with spicy
and sweet juices. I felt the presence of the sweet mango
and all the chile ﬂavors dancing around in my mouth.
The thicker, sweet eel sauce was a great touch to balance out all the spicy ﬂavors, going after the spicy
ﬂavors sweet and discreetly.
Along with the order of sweet and spicy
mango rolls, I ordered El Sushi Locos’s homemade
horchata ($3.39). Now, in all honesty, my initial
thoughts of the horchata before it arrived weren’t very
optimistic. The reason why is that other places where I
have tried horchata, it’s usually sandy to the taste, but
as soon as this horchata hit my mouth, I was mesmer-

ized by how smooth and sweet it was. No grainy taste
to it and the presentation just made everything so much
more enjoyable– an hourglass-shaped ½-liter glass.
El Sushi Loco also has a great range of choices like the Banana Hot Rolls ($13.99) and Avocado
Hot Rolls ($13.99), and if you aren’t feeling spicy, you
can try many of their seafood soups or sushi that aren’t
spicy. I also thought that the spice ratings on the menus
were very helpful in choosing what I wanted to order,
which goes from one chile to three chiles, as well as
green to red. For example, three red chiles would be
the most spicy, such as the dragon rolls($11.99) consisting of cream cheese, avocado, chives, chile toreado,
shrimp and on top: tampico paste and sriracha.
The restaurant oﬀers a price range of ($11.99
to $25.99) and desserts like the tempura ice cream
($6.49), which is vanilla ice cream wrapped on a delicious cake, seasoned and deep fried, smothered with
caramel, nut toppings and chocolate drizzle, homemade
cheesecake ($4.99), and banana tempura ($5.99).
Besides the amazing desserts, to accompany
your main dish there is your typical soft drinks ($2.59):
Coca-Cola; pink lemonade; root beer; and homemade
drinks ($2.39 to $4.99): jazmine iced tea, jamaica, and
horchata.
Overall, if this restaurant can make mango
on sushi taste absolutely great, it can do anything. El
Sushi Loco really lives up to its name—who comes up
with banana on sushi? That’s deﬁnitely on my list next!
El Sushi Loco
11841 Downey Ave, Downey, CA 90241
Tel. (562) 869-9305
Web Site: http://elsushiloco.com/location/downey/
Hours of Operation: Mon.–Fri.: 10 a.m.-9 p.m., Sat.–
Sun.: 10 a.m.–10 p.m.

Photo by Brithany Chinchilla

Try the tempura ice cream, which is vanilla ice cream
wrapped on a delicious cake, seasoned and deep fried,
smothered with caramel, nuts and chocolate drizzle.

Photo by Brithany Chinchilla

The sweet and spicy mango rolls consisted of tampico paste,
serrano pepper, cilantro, crab, cucumber, shrimp tempura
and on the outside of the roll. It’s topped with fresh mango
and avocado and cilantro, and drenched in aguachile sauce
and a homemade eel sauce.

DIY: Rice Krispie Easter Baskets
By Wilfredo Galdamez
Easter is this month, so why not enjoy it with
some edible goodies? This DIY is not that hard to do;
you just need a few ingredients and you’re set! This
DIY is called “Rice Krispie Nests,” and it is delicious.
This recipe is simple and it should not take you more
than 30 minutes.
Ingredients
3 tbsp. of butter
1 10 oz. bag of marshmallows
6 cups of crispy rice (or Rice Krispies)
Edible candy grass
Robins egg candies, jelly beans or Skittles
Steps
1. Melt the butter in a medium nonstick saucepan
over medium heat (or microwave in heat-proof glass
for 30-second increments until melted) and stir in the
marshmallows. Continue stirring until completely
melted.
2. Pour the mixture over the crispy rice cereal in a
heat-proof bowl and stir until well combined.
3. After you’re done mixing everything, let cool
slightly until you can shape them into nests with your
hands (use some vegetable oil on your hands to keep
the mixture from sticking), or however you want. For
the nests, you can get a cupcake pan, spray it with oil,
and shape the crispy rice goodies in there.
4. After the nests are completely cool, place the edible
grass on top of the nests along with the Robins egg
candies.
5. Store the nests in a sealed container or give them as
a gift within two days of making them.

By Wilfredo Galdamez
Above: Avoid burning the butter and marshmallows by constantly stirring them over medium heat in a nonstick pan.

Below: The ﬁnished product makes a nice Easter dessert/centerpiece and a yummy gift.
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Check Out These Pre-Prom Photo Spots
By Michael Serna
Other than Heritage Park
and the Sculpture Garden at the
Cerritos Library, students are often ﬂummoxed about where to go
take nice pre-prom photos. There
are a lot of things to take into
account: Who’s driving? Do you
have enough time to take pictures
before prom? Is half the school
going to be there taking pictures,
too?
With prom starting at 7
p.m., deciding where and when to
go before prom can be stressful.
If you want to go somewhere on
the way to meet up with friends,
or take pictures, here are a few
places:
Earl Burns Miller Japanese
Garden at Cal State Long
Beach
A hidden oasis on the
CSULB campus, it’s a popular
site for wedding photos, so it
must be beautiful.
Try heading early to
the Moon Bridge or the Zig-Zag
Bridge, as well as the Last Room,
for some serene photos.
Shoreline Aquatic Park
(Long Beach)
Shoreline Aquatic Park
is located on Queensway Bay
near downtown Long Beach. A
sandy beach is on the north side
of the park on Rainbow Harbor,
but be careful of the rocky shoreline.
However, the park

has some amazing views of the
Queen Mary Ship & Hotel, the
Long Beach skyline, and the
Aquarium of the Paciﬁc, which is
next door. In the middle of Shoreline Aquatic Park on a grassy hill
is a tall lighthouse tower with a
paved spiral walkway leading up
to it.
Rainbow Lagoon Park
(Long Beach)
The open space landscapes and the front of buildings
and provide some nice backdrops
for pre-prom photos.
Rancho Los Alamitos
(Long Beach)
Twice listed on the
National Register of Historic
Places—once as the sacred Tongva village of Povuu’ngna, the
traditional birthplace of the native
people of the Los Angeles Basin
and, second, for the evolution of
its signiﬁcant historic landscape
over time, this site takes you back
in time.
Rancho Los Alamitos
has an adobe-core ranch house,
four acres of lush gardens developed during the 1920s and 1930s,
and the restored working ranch
barnyard from the early-mid 20th
century.

Above: The Earl Burns Miller Japanese Garden has a lot of romantic spots for prom-perfect photos.
Below: Rainbox Lagoon Park also has a nice over-water bridge, which is great for group photos.

Post-Prom Hangouts to End the Evening
By Jesus Ortiz
During a high schooler’s senior year, there is
nothing more eagerly anticipated than prom, the last
and best high school dance. The events after are also
as fun as prom itself, and many seniors also look forward to them, as well. This year, prom is
on Saturday, April 28, at the Museum of
Latin American Art in Long Beach from
7 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. Nevertheless, it is
important to ask for parents’ or guardians’ permission before staying out late
after prom, just in case of an emergency,
or to let them know where you will be
and that you are okay.
Here is a list of post-prom
things to do, hangout spots and restaurants that are still open after 10:30 p.m:
Roscoe’s House of Chicken
and Waﬄes: This soul food restaurant
with a casual atmosphere is famous for
serving its popular signature chicken
& waﬄes, as well as other and classic Southern comfort/soul food. This
restaurant closes at 2:30 a.m and is only
a 4-minute drive away from MOLAA.
Rainbow Lagoon Park: Located between Shoreline Village Drive
and Linden Avenue, this park is designed in a traditional Japanese style with two connected islands and
surrounding park with high arched rainbow bridges.
The area is mostly grass and is surrounded by trees.
It’s perfect for a moonlit night walk, especially because this park is open 24 hours a day and is only a

5-minute drive away from MOLAA.
Cafe Piccolo: This upscale restaurant serves
Italian food and has a romantic ambience with soft
lighting, a garden with fountains, a waterfall and ﬁre
pits. It is the perfect location for ending the night with

a date. If you would like to visit Cafe Piccolo, you’ll
need to leave prom early, because it closes at 10:30
p.m., the same time as prom, on Saturdays.
The Sky Room: This intimate 1930s style
high-end restaurant oﬀers award-winning food, stunning views of the city, an elegant atmosphere and live

jazz/latin bands and dancing on the weekends. The
Sky Room closes at midnight and is only a 5-minute
drive away from MOLAA.
Denny’s: This classic and casual American
diner--that everyone knows and has probably been
to-- is perfect for late night/early
morning breakfast Denny’s is open
24 hours a day and is only a 3-minute drive away from MOLAA. The
closest one to the prom venue is
located at TK.
Holé Molé (Long Beach):
Located 3 minutes away from prom,
this fast-food joint has great tacos,
burritos at aﬀordable, so it’s great
for a midnight snack.
Raising Cane’s: If you
hankering for some chicken strips,
fries and Texas toast, then head over
to Cane’s, which stays open until 3
a.m.
Signal Hill Park or Hilltop: After you’ve picked up your tacos,
chicken strips or burgers (In-N-Out
stays open until 1 a.m.), then you
can take in the city lights from on
top of the hill.
Queen Mary: Like a little tour guide with
pop up shops & including the ship itself. It’s a 48 min
drive (16 mil) from Norwalk & it’s 3 miles away from
the location of prom. (1126 Queens Hwy
Long Beach, CA 90802)
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Students’ Safety and Sanity Don’t Come From Arming Teachers
By Jessie Krizo
about the possibility that someone might have a gun on
When the incident in Florida occurred, there
At the end of February, just two weeks after the campus, how will they feel knowing that more than 100
was armed security who knew how to shoot, and, yet,
NRA and other groups suggested that arming teachers
guns are all over campus at all times?
17 students still died from hostile gunﬁre. So how are
was the solution to the recurring danger of school shoot“I don’t trust it at all. If they get mad, they can
teachers who are being given a crash care in using a gun
ings, at Dalton High School, in Georgia, 53-year-old
just pull it out,” shared concerned freshman Vanessa
supposed to be able to shoot at a person who is shooting
social studies teacher Randal Davidson refused to let
Flores.
dozens of bullets into a classroom, not to mention if you
students in his classroom then
factor in the teacher’s own panic
proceeded to lock himself
mixed in with all the students’.
in it and stated he had a gun
Arming teachers is not going to
when the door was attempted
ﬁx a thing; it is basically allowing
to be opened. Dalton High
the shooters in, because, instead
was put on lockdown after
of trying to prevent violence on
hearing shots ﬁred; luckily,
campus, we are already expecting
no students were injured,
it to happen by arming teachers.
besides one student, who
If anyone with any sort of
hurt her ankle while running
authority when it comes to guns
away.
really does not want there to be a
In this case, people
school shooting, there would not
said it seems like there were
be guns allowed to anyone.
no intentions of hurting
Although there is the right to
anyone, yet, even though no
bear arms, guns, especially, highbullets came close to harming
powered, high-capacity riﬂes still
students, many could have
should not be able that accessible
been if Davidson intended
to the general public. Teens, not
to use his gun against them.
much younger than Florida shooter
The students at Dalton High
19-year-old Nikolas Cruz, have to
and all over the country have
go through much stricter standards
the potential of emotional,
to be able to drive a car, yet, once
psychological and physical
they turn 18, they can buy a gun
harm. There is always the risk
with a simple background check
of teachers using the gun for
and 72-hour waiting period.
wrong purposes or the gun Photo by Daniel Espinosa
It’s not just about addfalling into the wrong hands. Teachers should be able to teach their students without having the added burden and danger of being armed to protect
ing metal detectors, or getting
themselves and their students.
Many students, inbetter mental help for students
cluding myself, are opposed
who are struggling, even though
to the thought of having teachers armed with a machine
“Bringing more guns into our schools does
that would beneﬁt them a lot. It’s about not allowing
that can end their life in just seconds. Personally, I have
nothing to protect our students and educators from gun
people who don’t want help at all to get access to these
seen students ﬂinch as people enter classrooms with
violence,” stated the president of the National Educaweapons, because teachers are not going to be able to
their hands in their pockets then quickly take them
tion Association, Lily Eskelsen Garcia, to the Chicago
stop school shooting just by keeping a gun in their classout to reveal only a hall pass. If students are worried
Tribune.
room.

Assault Weapons Are Not Necessary
By Luis Carcano and Jovanny Huerta
On February 14, 2018, 17 students
and staﬀ members were killed in a mass
shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School in Parkland, Florida. Nineteen-yearold Nikolas Cruz went to the school with the
intention of killing his former classmates with
an AR-15, which is a semi-automatic weapon
capable of shooting 45 rounds of ammunition per minute. The AR-15 is a lightweight,
5.56 x 45 mm, magazine-fed, gas-operated
semi-automatic riﬂe that was originally
invented in 1959 solely for military use. The
state of Florida does not regulate the sale of
assault weapons and does not require a permit,
license or registration for the purchase of a
ﬁrearm, but does mandate a three-day waiting period. Cruz, however, was able to get a
hold of his mother’s AR-15, because he knew
where she had it stored, so Florida’s gun laws
were moot in his case.
As a result of this recent school
shooting, as well as countless others in the
past few years, more Americans are demanding a federal ban on the sale of weapons like
the AR-15 and other assault riﬂes. On the one
hand, Americans should have the right to bear
arms, according to the Second Amendment,
even though the Founding Fathers were thinking muskets, not high-powered, high-capacity
riﬂes, as well as protecting themselves against
British troops.
“People need a way of defending
themselves from others who mean to harm
them. I think assault riﬂes and any other

weapons should not be banned from being sold to the public,” said senior Michael
Lopez. Lopez also said that he had family
members in the military, which is part of the
reason why he is not against guns.
However, just like with driving a car
or obtaining a hunting license, people have to
complete a certain level of training, demonstrate their ability to safely use the equipment
and meet minimum requirements, such as
age. Therefore, the age to be able to purchase
assault riﬂes should be raised to 21, instead
of 18, in order to prevent some weapons from
getting into the hands of younger people.
“I think people should not be allowed to buy military-grade weapons capable
of mass murder. They should also do background checks on a national level, not just a
state level. People also need mental tests on
them and medical backgrounds to see if they
have any problems with them,” said senior
Gisselle Robleto.
All guns have the potential the
maim or murder people, but the AR-15 is in
the spotlight at the moment because it was
used in the recent school shooting in Florida,
as well as other mass shootings. However,
punishing law-abiding and responsible
gun owners by banning all weapons is like
banning all models of cars, because some
have caused accidents and deaths. While the
average citizen could justify the purchase of
a smaller ﬁrearm for personal protection or
hunting, even those who have used assault
weapons as soldiers argue that no one outside

of law enforcement and the military really need such high-powered weapons.
Ultimately, a gun cannot act on its own; it still requires the person to
pull the trigger. Therefore, the federal and state governments do need to pass
stricter laws when it comes to who can purchases ﬁrearms and under what
circumstances, as well as more severely punish those who use guns to harm
others.
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